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Custom packaging solutions 

 Single source—managing the entire supply chain 
to increase speed to market 

From prototype to retail 

Flexible manufacturing—make a lot of own 
equipment and plug and play (premade, fill off line, 

from product launch to product production) 

 Quality standards/certifications—have done 
a lot of work ot make our facility meet the rigorous 
standards of third party certifications—Organic, 

Kosher, AIB all under one roof 

Prototyping 

Outsourcing partner for assembly  
and packaging 

Green manufacturing/sustaining practices 

Certified military supplier of  
flexible packaging

Contract Packaging
• Form, fill and seal 

• Liquid fill packaging 

• Dry fill packaging 

•  Humidity/environmentally controlled 
packaging rooms 

•  Lot code/expiration date (PAM TO ASK 
ELLEN) 

•  Food defense (PAM TO ASK ELLEN) 

•  No additional tooling; universal fill heads 

•  Range of shapes and sizes (PAM TO RETOOL) 

•  Hot and cold fill (PAM TO ASK ELLEN) 

•  Product blending 

•  Butomatic cartoning 

•  Blister packaging 

•  Shrink wrap

Flexible packaging
• Bags and pouches 

• Variety of materials 

• Die-cutting 

• Unique shapes 

• Vacuum and moisture barrier 

• Large rotary 

• Automated wide web production 

• Stand up pouches 

• Zippered closures 

• 3-D shrouds; contoured shrouds 

• Double wall and poly bags 

• Wicketed bags 

• Valve pouches

Maco Pkg™ offers customers a diverse solution set for custom manufacturing of all types of bags and pouches and 
the contract packaging of both liquid and dry products. Fueled by an engaged employee ownership, Maco Pkg 
specializes in enthusiastic and proactive support for all aspects of the packaging process. Maco Pkg is located  
in Newark, New York where the company operates a modern, 200,000 sq. ft. facility. 

Introducing flexible packaging made— 
         and filled— with enthusiasm

we’re



we are an engaged group 

of employee-owners with a 

passion for packaging—from 

concept to delivery. We have 

the talent and technology to 

offer an extensive menu of 

custom bags and pouches. 

Maco Pkg also enjoys the 

unique distinction of being able 

to offer liquid and dry filling—

ideal for your contract and 

prototyping assignments—all 

under one, very large,  

rail-connected roof. 

Startup dollars last longer at Maco Pkg. 
Our liquid line has two unique fillers so we can 
stop and go—or change up quickly—without a 
multi-thousand dollar re-tooling charge. That 
can really stretch a contract-packaging budget. 

“Custom” doesn’t really define our approach. 
Even on a standard run of flexible packaging—
bags and pouches—you can count on your 
Maco Pkg team to suggest ways to make the 
most of your investment. Even if it means 
reconfiguring equipment, or building what  
you need. Want a sample? Just ask.

Standards as high as we can set them. 
We have strict quality control mandates for 
every job. And in cases where your process 
requires certified quality assurance, here are 
some our current qualifications: 

ISO 9001: 2008  |  FDA  | Kosher  | Organic  
American Institute of Baking (AIB).

Inventory management?  
More like inventory pampering. 
Thanks to our access to rail lines (they run up 
to our loading dock) and the size of our facility 
(200,000 square feet) we can carefully tend 
to large quantities of dry or liquid materials. 
What’s more, you can supply it, or we’ll blend, 
mix, or acquire it for you. 

Liquid filling, dry filling, idea generation, first-time applications, 
rejuvenated shelf appeal—no matter what you’re into, Maco Pkg 
will tackle it with energy, insight and experience. 

  315.226.1000,  or visit www.macopkg.com
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